with the IOMA In.Lab technology
1 unique formula in less than 1 minute
amongst 33,281 possible formulas.

N°1 in Personalized Skincare*

THE LAUNCH OF
MON SÉRUM WITHIN
IOMA'S DNA

It's the culmination of a visionary conviction
What progress there's been since 2010! With the creation of IOMA, I
was inspired by the best treatment in medicine: the personalization of
services. I wanted to put science and technology in the service of the
single key individual: the consumer, who is entirely unique.

And I'm proud to report that with power and determination, the
impossible of yesterday has become possible today.

In 2017, we succeeded in miniaturizing the
engineering and making it widely accessible
by offering the IOMA In.Lab technology. This infinitely-miniaturized
formulations laboratory has enabled, since 2017, the automated formulation
of MA CRÈME, our customized cream with 1

amongst 40,257 possible formulas.
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unique combination from

Today, in 2019, with MON SÉRUM I'm following
my mantra
Ultra-personalization of skincare with an essential feature of a beauty
regime for results that are more targeted and precise.

MON SÉRUM is a double revolution
MON SÉRUM says goodbye to unidimensional care that only acts on
one single dimension of the skin. With MON SÉRUM, a multidimensional
serum takes its place! Now there's no need to choose. Now it's possible
to take care of all skins’ dimensions with one single product.

With MON SÉRUM, I invite you to enter the 4th dimension.
Thanks to the revolutionary IOMA In.Lab technology, MON
SÉRUM is the very quintessence of personalization. IOMA
has again pushed the limits of customized skincare by
offering a formulation that adapts 4 of its components
depending on skin diagnoses for wrinkles, dark spots,
shine/imperfections, or redness . Personalization has never
gone so far.

Together, MON SÉRUM and MA
CRÈME
offer women and men more than 1 billion possible
combinations in ultra-personalized care.
Jean Michel KARAM
Founder and CEO of IOMA

JEAN MICHEL KARAM

JEAN_MICHEL_KARAM

JM_KARAM
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MON
SÉRUM
IOMA CONFIRMS ITS LEADERSHIP IN
PERSONALIZED SKINCARE

At certain times in life, the skin can still present some
imperfections and see the arrival of dark spots. How to treat
these at the same time?
Why choose between treating redness or wrinkles?
What to do if you have oily skin but you want an anti-aging
treatment adapted to your needs?
For all women and men who don't want to choose and have
a situation that is unique, IOMA rises to the challenge of
customized, multidimensional skincare.

MON SÉRUM
Volume: 30 ml / Suggested price: €139
Available at the Boutique IOMA Paris, 77 boulevard Saint-Germain 75006 PARIS, at www.ioma-paris.com, at Marionnaud,
Beauty Success, pharmacies, and drugstores. Like all IOMA products, MON SÉRUM is not tested on animals. Without
parabens, silicone, or mineral oil.
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7 customized treatments in 1 single serum
HYDRATION, ANTI-POLLUTION, ANTI-BLUE LIGHT,
ANTI-WRINKLE, ANTI-DARK SPOT, ANTI-SEBUM,
ANTI-REDNESS
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IN.GENIUS
MON SÉRUM, THE ONLY
MULTIDIMENSIONAL SERUM
Ideal for clients looking to meet their skin's needs with a single
product, MON SÉRUM is THE solution!

MON SÉRUM, the only serum that combines
treatments in one single formula:

HYDRATING

ANTIPOLLUTION

ANTIBLUE LIGHT

Hyaluronic acid
complex

Extract of Peruvian
pink peppercorn

Extract of Indian
ginseng

ANTI-WRINKLE

ANTI-DARK
SPOT

ANTI-REDNESS

Regulating agent of
melanin*

Extract of mirabilis
jalapa

Peptide

ANTI-SHINE &
IMPERFECTIONS

+

ANTI-DILATED
PORES

Combination of extract of iris and mastic tree associated with zinc
and Vitamin A
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Combination of natural and
biotechnological ingredients

MON SÉRUM is designed to respond to
specific skin concerns
•
And give it a youthful appearance, helping
to protect it against the determintal
effects of pollution and blue light.

THANKS TO THE
SUPERIORITY OF THE
DIAGNOSES, WHICH
IS THE VERY HEART
OF IOMA, MON SÉRUM
GOES EVEN FURTHER...
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IN.CREDIBLE
MON SÉRUM, THE ONLY
MULTIFORMULA SERUM
With MON SÉRUM, IOMA instantly creates for each of its
customers the scientifically appropriate formula. What made
this incredible performance possible?

Through the combination of 2 resources that are unique in
the world: the IOMA skin diagnosis and the IOMA
In.Lab technology.

1
THE IOMA SKIN DIAGNOSIS
For MON SÉRUM, 4 dimensions of the skin are evaluated:
• Wrinkles and firmness

• Oil excess

• Dark spots

• Redness

For each of them, a note of 1 to 15 is provided:
• Manually or by using the patented IOMA diagnosis tools.

In this way, for free and in just a few minutes

An ultra-precise skin diagnosis is performed to make
it possible to find, from amongst the 33,281 possible
formulas of MON SÉRUM
•
THE BEST-ADAPTED FORMULA
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2
IOMA IN.LAB TECHNOLOGY
Miniaturized laboratory
• IOMA In.Lab creates the ultra-rapid and ultra-simple personalized
skincare products.
Once the skin has been diagnosed,
• IOMA In.Lab takes over and makes it possible to formulate, right
before the customers' eyes, their MON SÉRUM formula that responds to
each individual needs that has been identified for THEIR skin.

MON SÉRUM
1 BASE (24 ML)

4 CONCENTRATES (6 ML)

HYDRATION

CR RENEW CONCENTRATE
Anti-wrinkle / firmness
CI ILLUMINATED CONCENTRATE
Anti-dark spot / brightening

ANTI-POLLUTION

CP PURITY CONCENTRATE
Oil control / minimization of pores
CC CALM CONCENTRATE
Anti-redness

ANTI-BLUE LIGHT

With a common base that is hydrating, anti-pollution, and anti-blue light, the
dosages of the 4 concentrates are adjusted to meet the customer's needs as
closely as possible. MON SÉRUM offers ultra high-tech precision in terms of the
dosage and is also ultra-glam when applied. Its gel texture is marvelously creamy
and its delicate, pearly color transforms the application into a moment of bliss for
oneself alone that's a step away from daily life, often dedicated to others' needs!

Directions for use
Apply morning and evening on the face and the neck before your
daily skincare products or MA CRÈME
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MON SÉRUM, ULTRAPERSONALIZATION THAT
OPENS THE DOORS OF
THE 4TH DIMENSION
OF SKINCARE
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PHILOSOPHY OF
THE IOMA BRAND
THE ART OF DIAGNOSING THE SKIN
IOMA advocates for a breakthrough, innovative
approach to cosmetics. A pioneer in cutting-edge
technology, IOMA offers future-forward cosmetics by applying
a unique concept: the personalization of skin diagnosis, and its
counterpart: customized treatment.

In addition, IOMA means "mine". It's a play on words in
French, with "à moi" meaning "mine" and written backwards. The
words highlight the concept of personalization, which has been
at the heart of the brand's philosophy since the launch in 2010.

The superiority of the diagnosis
To determine in a precise, objective manner the needs of each
individual's skin and to define a personalized beauty ritual, IOMA
uses a tool with unparalleled performance:

THE CUTANEOUS DIAGNOSIS DEVICES
A culmination of the exceptionally proficient MEMS* microsensor technology, the skin diagnosis is a major IOMA innovation
that has revolutionized the world of cosmetics.

The MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) are complex electronic components that
are able to detect a physical phenomenon in a given environment. They are indispensible
to numerous industries. They are responsible, for example, for measuring the altitude in
civil and military aeronautics and they equip Curiosity, the NASA robot that left for Mars
to detect the presence of water. One of their applications in medicine is to measure the
pressure in artificial hearts. In cosmetics, the MEMS can simultaneously and reliably measure
several features of the skin, including imperfections that are invisible to the naked eye.
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IOMA
Sphère
IOMA
Link
IOMA
Mirror

At every IOMA point of sale, high-tech diagnosis
tools (IOMA Sphère, IOMA Link and IOMA Mirror)
capture the state of the skin at a given moment M,
scientifically measure certain characteristics (rate of hydration,
pigmention spots, oil excess, or dead cells) and compare their
changes over time. Thanks to the ultra-perfected diagnosis,
IOMA provides a scientific, rapid, and effective response to
each skin type.

Measuring is good.
But being able to compare is even better.
IOMA is the only brand that commits to having scientific,
quantifiable results with its products. When a customer purchases
a product, they may come back 28 days later (the natural skin
renewal time) to measure the new state of their skin, to see
the changes based on the numerical results, and to adapt their
IOMA beauty ritual.

 HIS IS WHAT IS CALLED
T
"EVIDENCE-BASED COSMETICS"!
IT'S UNIQUE, AND IT'S IOMA.

AT ALL IOMA POINTS OF SALE, THE SKIN DIAGNOSES
ARE FREE OF CHARGE TO MAKE THIS SCIENCE
WITHIN REACH OF EVERYONE.
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INFORMATION
ABOUT THE
IOMA IN.LAB
TECHNOLOGY
THE ART OF CUSTOMIZED
FORMULATION
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF
DEVICES THAT MEASURE THE STATE
OF THE SKIN CAME THE CREATION
OF DEVICES THAT CAN FORMULATE
ULTRA-PERSONALIZED SKINCARE
PRODUCTS IN A FEW SECONDS.
Jean Michel Karam
IOMA Founder

Instantaneous and personalized formulation
In 2017, IOMA created the IN.imaginable. After years of research
and months of sketches, calculations, and trials to be able to
miniaturize highly technological expertise, IOMA launched a
new revolutionary technology:

IOMA IN.LAB, THE IN.FINITELY SMALL LAB.ORATORY
Once the diagnosis of the skin has been performed, IOMA
IN.LAB takes over to make a direct formulation to the last drop!
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IOMA In.Lab is the guarantee
of an
ultra-personalized formulation
•
of high-tech precision in the
dosage
•
of rapid preparation
in less than 1 minute

IOMA IN.LAB OFFERS
EXCELLENCE TO EACH
INDIVIDUAL BY APPLYING
UNPRECEDENTED, CUTTINGEDGE TECHNOLOGY.
Audrey Monot
IOMA International Training Manager

N°1 in Personalized Skincare, IOMA is the only brand with
proven efficacy on the only skin that counts for IOMA:
that of every individual customer.
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MON
SÉRUM
FOCUS ON A FORMULATION THAT IS
UNIQUE IN THE WORLD

MON SÉRUM is the only serum that combines
7 actions in one formula:

4
CONCENTRATES

1 BASE

THAT COMBINES

OF SUPER POWERFUL AGENTS
TARGETING

3 treatments

HYDRATING

4 of the skin's needs

ANTI-WRINKLE
/ FIRMNESS

ANTIPOLLUTION

OIL CONTROL /
MINIMIZATION
OF PORES

ANTIBLUE LIGHT
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ANTI-DARK
SPOTS /
SHINE

SOOTHING /
ANTIREDNESS

Depending on the skin diagnosis performed, there are different

amounts of these 4 concentrates in order to create the
most effective formula possible.

MON SÉRUM: 1 SINGLE, UNIQUE
FORMULA AMONGST
33,281 POSSIBLE FORMULAS

Revolutionary,
 ON SÉRUM IS THE ONLY SERUM that offers a
M
formula amongst 33,281 possible formulas based on
the notes (from 1 to 15) attributed to the 4 dimensions of the
skin - wrinkles, dark spots, oil control, and redness.
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MON
SÉRUM
FOCUS ON THE BASE

1
HIGH-TECHNOLOGY HYDRATION

4 STRENGTHS
OF DIFFERENT HYALURONIC ACIDS
for penetration at all levels

LOW

HIGH

molecular weight

molecular weight
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2
ANTI-POLLUTION

AN EXTRACT
OF PINK PERUVIAN PEPPERCORN
• Protects the skin from PM 10 and PM 2.5 fine particles
• Reinforces the cutaneous layer

FINE PARTICLES

PINK

detrimental to the skin

Peruvian peppercorn

3
ANTI-BLUE LIGHT

AN EXTRACT
OF INDIAN GINSENG
Protects the skin from damages due to blue light by
maintaining the energy level of the skin's cells

BLUE LIGHT

INDIAN

damaging to the skin

GINSENG
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MON
SÉRUM
FOCUS ON THE 4 SUPER POWERFUL
CONCENTRATES

CR RENEW

CI ILLUMINATED

Anti-wrinkle /
Firmness

Anti-dark spot / Shine
NEW GENERATION BIOTECH
MOLECULE
(activated by the skin itself) which

A MESSENGER PEPTIDE THAT

Stimulates cellular metabolism
Stimulates cellular renewal
Stimulates collagen
Stimulates hyaluronic acid

Inhibits free radicals
Slows the production of melanin
Slows the transfer of melanin

RESULTS ON THE SKIN

RESULTS ON THE SKIN

• The skin's density is increased

• Dark spots are reduced

• Wrinkles are diminished

• The complexion becomes brighter
and more radiant

• Elasticity is reinforced
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4 CONCENTRATES
AT A METICULOUSLY CALCULATED
DOSAGE ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS
OF EACH INDIVIDUAL'S SKIN

CP PURITY
CONCENTRATE

CC CALM

Oil control / minimization
of pores

Soothing /
Anti-redness

A HIGH-PERFORMANCE
COMBINATION OF AGENTS
Extract of iris + mastic + zinc +
vitamin A which

AN EXTRACT OF
Mirabilis Jalapa which
Inhibits free radicals
S
 lows the production of melanin
Slows the transfer of melanin

Reduces the production of oil
Minimizes the size of pores

RESULTS ON THE SKIN

RESULTS ON THE SKIN

• Redness is reduced

• Skin is no longer shiny

• S kin is less reactive and more
comfortable

• Pores are closed and less visible
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MON
SÉRUM
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The complexity of MON SÉRUM is based on very
simple instructions for use based on 2 steps.

Step 1: The personalized skin diagnosis
Peformed by beauty consultants, the skin diagnosis is a 100%
free-of-charge service that can take place in 3 different ways:

1

2

IOMA SPHÈRE 2 DIAGNOSISTM
Through the use of macroscopic and microscopic measures
for imaging and physiological data

DIAGNOSIS WITH IOMA MIRRORTM OR IOMA
LINKTM
Through the use of macroscopic and microscopic measures
combined with a questionnaire

3

RAPID DIAGNOSIS WITH IOMA IN.LAB
Through the use of a questionnaire

IOMA MIRRORTM, IOMA LINKTM and IOMA SPHÈRE 2TM are cutaneous analysis devices
with unique, patented technology. Each device has its specifics and after performing
the diagnosis, each one provides the IOMA SkinCodeTM and the recommended
Beauty CombinationTM to the client.
22
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Step 2: A
 unique and instantaneous high-tech
formulation
Once the personalized diagnosis is performed:

THE BEAUTY CONSULTANT

1

enters the "MON SÉRUM formula" into the tactile screen (the
formula will be entered automatically for an IOMA IN.LAB
diagnosis)

2

THE DEVICE

3

THE 4 NEEDLES

4

requests that the consultant places the MON SÉRUM base on
the mount

containing the 4 concentrates are arranged on a cylinder that
turns so that each needle delivers the necessary quantity into
the flacon of the active base formula

MON SÉRUM IS READY
The consultant just has to close it and mix

MON SÉRUM offers luxury together with a card of authenticity: the IOMA beauty
consultant writes down the personal formula for each client on a card of authenticity,
which is then given to the client.
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BUT THE LUXURY
OF MON
SÉRUM
IS MAINLY ABOUT...

Double traceability
In conformity with the rules decreed by the French National
Agency for Medicines and Health Products and the good
manufacturing practices (ANSM) defined by the World Health
Organization:

when the personalized formula is prepared, the NFC TAG
(electronic label placed under the MON SÉRUM bottle) is
scanned and IOMA In.Lab encodes the different batches of
concentrates introduced into the formula,
a
 nd after the formulation, a sticker mentioning the base batch
numbers and the 4 concentrates used is adhered in the cap
of the bottle provided to the client.

Finally, the Beauty Consultant fills, signs, and
dates a Product Registration Form
c
 ertifying that the GMP have been followed (use of gloves,
cleaning of the machine, etc.) and thus authorizing the
release of the product.
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In less than one minute
MON SÉRUM IS PERSONALIZED
•
under 100% protected conditions for
hygiene and effectiveness

FOR US, YOU ARE SPECIAL
AND UNIQUE, AND YOUR
SKIN IS TOO. THIS IS WHY
MON SÉRUM, AN ULTRAPERSONALIZED SKINCARE,
IS PRODUCED CAREFULLY
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES:
FOR YOU AND YOU ONLY!
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WHAT DUO
MON SÉRUM AND
DAILY CREAM
SHOULD BE RECOMMENDED

MA CRÈME, the IN.dispensable solution for
optimal personalization

MA CRÈME
Day

MA CRÈME
Night

Launched in 2014, MA CRÈME is the ideal care product to
complement MON SÉRUM. Its application makes it possible to
optimize the customization of your beauty regime.
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Based on IN.LAB technology
MA CRÈME is made by following a personalized diagnosis
•
with 144 micro-doses of hydrating and regenerating ingredients
added to a base.

The MA CRÈME base has 2 versions, Day and
Night
These two versions have concentrates of principal agents
adapted to the skin's chronobiology:

MA CRÈME DAY

MA CRÈME NIGHT

Hydration / Protection

Anti-aging

THANKS TO ITS COCKTAIL
of hydrating and antiradical agents

THANKS TO ITS COCKTAIL
of anti-wrinkle and profirming agents
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WHAT DUO
MON SÉRUM AND
DAILY CREAM
SHOULD BE RECOMMENDED

Overall, there are no fewer than 40,257
possible formulas for MA CRÈME

MON SÉRUM

MA CRÈME

1 BILLION+ POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS!
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PERSONALIZATION HAS NEVER
GONE SO FAR!

Directions for use
Morning and/or night, apply MON SÉRUM, then MA CRÈME

There are also 3 pre-formulated Day and 3 preformulated Night treatments

MA CRÈME DAY

MA CRÈME Night

MA CRÈME Balance Day

MA CRÈME Balance Night

The ideal care product for a change in
season or when coming back from vacation:
maximum hydration and regeneration.

Gentle balanced night treatment: perfect
balance between hydrating and regenerating
serums.

MA CRÈME Supreme Hydration Day

MA CRÈME Supreme Hydration Night

The treatment for those who want the
essential: a level of hydration that is beyond
perfect.

The glamor treatment: a guaranteed pickme-up for devitalized skin thanks to a
powerful hydrating-plumping cocktail.

MA CRÈME Supreme Anti-Aging Day

MA CRÈME Supreme Anti-Aging Suprême
Night

The targeted treatment for youthful skin:
the anti-wrinkle serums are optimized for
perfect action throughout the day.

The targeted treatment for a youthful skin:
the anti-wrinkle serums are optimized for
perfect action during sleep/at night.

Volumes and prices: 50 ml at €149, 30 ml at €89
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AMONGST
IN.FINITE OTHER
POSSIBILITIES...
MON SÉRUM + YOUTH BOOSTER

YOUTH BOOSTER is for young, tired, and
devitalized skin
This all-inclusive skincare product targets the skin's precise
hydration needs. With a captor MEMS cap (in the bottle version)
that calculates the rate of hydration in real time, YOUTH
BOOSTER is the 1st connected anti-aging treatment.

Directions for use
Morning and/or night, apply MON SÉRUM then
YOUTH BOOSTER
1

Turn on the system inside the cap.

2

Place the sensor on the cheekbone for 3 seconds.

Does the red indicator light go on? The measurement has been made.
Put the sensor back into place.
3

4

 ount the number of LEDS that have lit up.
C
• From 1 to 2 illuminated LEDs: The level of hydration is excellent.
• From 3 to 4 illuminated LEDs: The hydration level needs to be boosted.
• From 5 to 6 illuminated LEDs: The hydration level is weak.

Volumes: 50 ml / Suggested price: €140
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MON SÉRUM
+
RICH REVITALIZING
CREAM

RICH REVITALIZING CREAM is for mature skin
in need of rich, comfortable texture. With its sumptuous
texture, REVITALIZING CRÈME SUBLIME succeeds in
simultaneously restoring balance and stimulating the skin to
restore youth, plumps the skin's layers, and redefines contours.

Directions for use
Morning and/or night apply MON SÉRUM before
RICH REVITALIZING CREAM

Volumes: 50 g / Suggested price: €139

All IOMA care products are available at the Boutique IOMA Paris, 77 boulevard Saint-Germain 75006 PARIS, at www.ioma-paris.com,
at Marionnaud, Beauty Success, in pharmacies, and drugstores. None of the IOMA products are tested on animals. Without parabens,
silicone, or mineral oil.
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IOMA,
N°1 in Personalized Skincare.
IOMA is a French brand and the name means "mine" (à moi") backwards.
Our difference? High-tech experts in customization, we make the best
of diagnosis equipment available for individualized beauty.

IOMA in numbers

EVERY
MINUTE

3 500

800

diagnosis devices

In.Lab devices

throughout
the world.

throughout
the world.

33 281
FORMULAS

2 X 40 257
FORMULAS

MORE THAN
1BILLION

possible for the
MON SÉRUM

possibles for the
MA CRÈME Day and Night

possible combinaisons for
the MON SÉRUM and
MA CRÈME

In France, a woman turns to
IOMA for her beauty needs

29
the number of countries
where IOMA has
a presence

PLUS D’UN
MILLION

40 MILLION
EUROS

skin diagnoses
in 9 ans

invested in research
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IOMA,
Sustained pace of innovation
2019

2015

• Conquest of China

• Presence in 15 countries and 3 continents
across 1,500 points of sale

• Reinforced presence in Luxemburg and
Belgium

• 2,200 skin diagnoses tools distributed
throughout the world

• Launch in the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
and Hungary

• 10,000 users of the IOMA À MOI app

• Launch of the Personalized Cosmetics
concept in Germany

• Launch of one of the world's first facial
skincare sites, based on the number of
products offered

• Integration of the offer for IOMA
treatments in luxury spas in France

2014

2018

• Already 1,000 points of sale throughout
the world

• Showers of awards: “Best in technology
Innovation” prize, Marionnaud Beauty
Awards – Italy 2018, Oscar Cosmetics
Mag 2018

• Launch of the IOMA À MOI mobile app

2013

• 1str IOMA corner in Hong Kong

• New international expansion (Asia) and
pursuit of growth in Europe

2017

• Strategic partnership with Unilever

• L aunch of IN.LAB technology, the 1 st
miniaturized laboratory that formulates
it possible to instantaneously prepare a
personalized skincare

2012
• Launch of the brand at Marionnaud stores
in Austria

• Reinforcement of presence in Asia and
introduction in the Middle East

• Presence in more than 500 perfumeries
in France

2016

2011

• Opening of the first boutique in Paris, the
1st techno-temple of Beauty

• Launch in Marionnaud perfumeries

• Introduction in Taiwan and pursuit of
expansion in Spain and Portugal

• Launch of the brand in pharmacies in
Spain

• Establishment in France in pharmacy
network

2010
• Creation of the brand by Jean Michel
Karam – associated in particular with Vera
Strubi, the creator of the famous Thierry
Mugler perfume, Angel
• L aunch of IOMA in Beauty Success
perfumeries
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VISUALS
The visuals for MON SÉRUM, MA CRÈME, YOUTH BOOSTER, RICH REVITALIZING
CREAM and IOMA IN.LAB are available at:

http://monserum.ioma-paris.com

PRESS CONTACT
Salomé Dubbé

Executive Marketing Director
Tél. +33 (0)1.45.61.75.57
Mobile. +33 (0)6.16.86.62.05
salome.dubbe@ioma-paris.com
116 Bis, Av des Champs Elysées 75008 Paris, FRANCE
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with
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* In turnover (Source : CosmétiqueMag, November 2018). IOMA offers a unique technological skin diagnosis and the highest combination of formulas for
its bespoke facial products.

